Many structures in living organisms show a high complexity. One example is the stem cell niche, where different cell types interact in a highly defined manner. Such structures need a building technology, which enables a highly defined and reproducible positioning of the cell types of interest. Laser Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) however enables us to achieve a very good cell transfer even on a single cell resolution. As a test system for cell transfer polystyrene particles with a diameter of 10 µm and a cell-like density were used. Single particles embedded in Matrigel TM are reproducibly deposited onto a receiver in a pre-set pattern. Cell transfer is performed thereafter with mouse fibroblast 3T3 cells. Results are comparable to particle transfer experiments. Viability of these cells is tested with Life/Dead staining after three hours and six days. Further, proliferation of the cell line is observed after six days of cell incubation.
Introduction
Recent years show an increased interest in stem cell research and their application in medicine, since they represent a unique type of mammalian cells. Their function is twofold. They are capable to differentiate into different cell types thus giving rise to all cells of the body. Therefore they are important for body regeneration. Furthermore they also keep themselves in a quiescent state hence allowing a lifelong healing ability. They serve as the source for body regeneration and maintenance [1; 10] .
Being able to understand and control these differentiation dynamics would provide entire new possibilities in basic research, disease control, tissue repair and organ regeneration. However, the stem cell's natural environment, called stem cell niche, is a complex system composed of spatially defined positions of different cell types in an extracellular matrix. Stem cell renewal, apoptosis or differentiation is determined by cell-cell communication and location within the stem cell niche [8] . Understanding of the stem cell dynamics therefore represents the key to unlock the stem cells' potential for medicine. However, in vivo research of such niches provokes ethical debates about animal experiments. Additionally such experiments are cost intensive and time consuming. An artificial stem cell niche for in vitro assays would highly accelerate basic research in this field. It would also solve ethical concerns as today animal experiments are the only way to investigate these niches. In addition, the ability to create on-demand tissue environments would solve accessibility problems of stem cell niches and has the potential to critically advance cancer research and personal medicine.
To provide such artificial tissues in vitro, a technology has to be used that is capable of exactly positioning viable cells within a three dimensional environment similar or even identical to the extra cellular matrix of in vivo stem cell niches [7; 6] .
Therefore printing technologies for living cells become more and more important [9; 4] . With state of the art ink jet printing technology it is not feasible to transfer one single cell reliably [5] . The LIFT-technology has been demonstrated to transfer cells over short distances up to 2 mm [2; 11] . The LIFT layer system consists of a setup of two glass slides called transfer slide and receiver slide. The transfer slide consists of three layers, a support layer (glass) an absorption layer (80 nm titanium) and a transfer layer (see 2.2). One laser pulse is triggered while focusing on the absorption layer. A vapor bubble is generated in the transfer layer and its expansion propels the transfer layer forward [3] . Hence, the embedded particle or cell is transferred onto the receiver slide.
As a first step towards artificial stem cell niche generation, this work analyzes the effect of process parameters such as laser fluence on the transfer of two different matrix systems, Matrigel TM and fibrin. Both matrices are suitable for cell culture but differ in their composition and processing. A polystyrene particle LIFT system is established to evaluate if particles may serve as a suitable substitution for cells. If this is found positive, LIFT parameters could be tested and their effects analyzed much faster compared to cells, since particles are not limited to generation time, accessibility or do not require a sterile environment. The experiments conclude with the LIFT of mammalian cells embedded into both Matrigel TM and fibrin matrix. Since patterning of cells not only requires accurate positioning but also defined quantities of cells, dispensing single cells and particles, respectively, is another crucial issue for stem cell niche generation. The transfer of a single particle or cell therefore is a crucial feature for creating a stem cell niche.
This work is presenting results with a microchip laser system with integrated trans-illumination monitoring system. Barron et al. have described that single cells can be transferred using LIFT. Yet single cell transfer was randomly achieved during the experiments [12] . Our experimental findings shall prove whether the installation of a particle transfer system is advantageous or not to further improve the LIFT of mammalian cells. Orthon et al. demonstrated for a 266 nm laser that trans-illumination is a helpful tool for controlled LIFT experiments [13] . This work is aimed to demonstrate the capability of the LIFT technology to transfer particles and cells at the ultimate single particle and cell resolution, which underlines its usefulness for the generation of artificial, cell-by-cell constructed in vitro stem cell niches.
Materials and Methods

LIFT Setup
A microchip laser (Crylas FTSS355-Q3, λ=355 nm, 1 ns pulse width, 1 µJ-10 µJ/pulse) is used to be focused on a transfer slide. In this work we show a tool design, which enables us to select and position cells before the transfer process ( Fig. 1) . Thereafter an automated positioning onto a receiver enables us to build defined patterns.
For all experiments a diode pumped Q3 355 nm nanosecond pulsed laser (CryLaS GmbH, Germany) was used. Focus diameter was 20 µm. Repetition rate was 1000 Hz at a pulse width of 1 ns. Correct setting of the focal point is checked by a coaxial optical system via trans-illumination before transfer. For LIFT of individual targets within the transfer layer, such as particle LIFT and cell LIFT, a positioning of the transfer slide into a correct position is performed (adjusted manually). To achieve this, the transfer slide is positioned in a way that the focal point of the laser lies in the absorption layer located above the individual target. This ensures that transfer only happens at locations where cells or particles are present.
Preparation of Transfer and Receiver Slide
The transfer and receiver slides are cleaned with 2 % Hellmanex II (Hellma GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) at 37 °C for 30 minutes, washed with demineralized water, dried at 60 °C in the heating cabinet and sterilized with 70 % ethanol. Thereafter the transfer layer is prepared as follows. For particle LIFT, red colored polystyrene particles with diameters of 10 µm ± 2.5 µm with NH2-surface (micromod Partikeltechnologie GmbH, Germany) are used. 12-30 µL of the particle solution (concentration 50 mg/mL) were centrifuged, supernatant water was disposed and the pellet was re-suspended in 200 µl of hydrogel. The hydrogel-particle suspension was thereafter applied on a titanium coated glass slide and evenly spread by a wire wound rod (150 µm rod size). The particle transfer slide is thereafter used as described in 2.1.
For cell LIFT 3T3 cells are used. Cells are grown in a Modified Dulbecco's Medium with a final concentration of 10% of fetal bovine serum. For a cell LIFT target preparation 200 µl of 5% Gelatin (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) are coated on a titanium coated glass slide with a wire wound rod (150 µm rod size). The gel is incubated at room temperature. 8000 cells are suspended in 1 ml medium and poured on the coated slide. After an incubation time of 30 minutes, excess medium is removed from the slide. This transfer slide is used for LIFT as described above.
The receiver slide is coated with the damper layer of a gel. The gel layer might act as a damper layer for the cells. Layer thickness was at least 500 µm (estimated by used hydrogel volume).
Receiver Slide Analysis
After LIFT the receiver slides are analyzed by optical light microscopy. Particles can be easily detected in bright field and the hydrogel transfer can be made visible in phase contrast microscopy. Particles can be either found within one spot or in close proximity to one. Hence particles that were not within the boundaries of one spot were assigned to the closest spot.
When working with Swiss Albino 3T3 cells, a life/dead staining is performed. Therefore Calcein AM (SigmaAldrich, Germany) and Propidium Iodide (Calbiochem, Germany) are added to the sample with a final concentration of 1 µg/ml. Cells were then incubated for 3 hours at 37°C with 5% CO 2 . These cells are analyzed by fluoresence microscopy to check, whether the cells survived the transfer process. Further, cells are cultivated for up to 6 days to demonstrate cell divisions.
Results and Discussion
Particle LIFT
After laser transfer the position of the polystyrene particles were analyzed on the receiver slide with light microscopy. As soon as a LIFT transfer was performed particles were detected within the transferred spots on the receiver slides. For a laser fluence of 0.9 J/cm² the process reliabil- ity and position accuracy was fairly good, but at higher fluences a tendency was observed that more than one particle was transferred with one spot (see Fig. 2 ).
In more detail it could be observed that for fluences up to 1.2 J/cm 2 more than 80% of transferred spots contained one particle (n>45). When higher fluences are used, the chance rises that more than one particle is transferred within one spot. This may be caused by the reason that a larger amount of hydrogel is transferred when higher fluences are used. As only one particle density was tested on the transfer slide it might be useful to reduce the particle density in the transfer layer. This may yield to a reliable single particle transfer even with higher fluences. In a case, when more hydrogel ought to be transferred per transfer this might be useful. A transfer over larger distances between transfer and receiver slide is feasible with larger volumes as drying out issues are less important. In regard to cell LIFT a low fluence transfer might be advantageous as less force is conveyed to the cell.
Additionally a comparison with inkjet printing allows for an insight about the capability of single particle LIFT. With inkjet printing the best results indicated, that in 50% of all transfers a single cell was transferred into a well [5] . Such results are sufficient when the cell material is available in abundance. For some cells, like stem cells, a more precise deposition system is necessary. With LIFT of particles it is shown that a single particle transfer is possible in more than 80% of all spots. The result might be even improved, when the transfer material is optimized for the process regarding its viscosity and particle density. Therefore LIFT might be the technology to find out which cells are needed and which cell-cell ratio is optimal to build up in vitro stem cell niches.
Cell LIFT
Results from particle LIFT showed that low transfer fluences result in a stable transfer process of single particles. Only when fluences below 1.3 J/cm 2 are used, surviving calls can be detected. For higher fluences, cells were transferred, but they died during the process. Weather they died due to the laser irradiation or the impact on the receiver slide has yet to be determined. Hence 1.2 J/cm 2 was used to transfer 3T3 mouse fibroblasts onto a Matrigel TM hydrogel. Three hours after the LIFT process a life/dead staining was performed. In several experiments it was shown that cells survive this transfer process but also dead cells can be detected. After 3 h a difference between surviving and nonsurviving cells is made visible by the green and red fluorescence signal. After a growing period of six days, proliferation of the 3T3 cells was clearly visible (Fig. 4 a, b) . This shows that cells can be transferred onto a receiver slide with a single cell resolution. To further demonstrate the capability of LIFT for single cells a pattern of four cells is printed onto a receiver slide (Fig. 4 c) . Further patterns with this system are feasible and can be used for different experimental setups. 
Conclusion
It is shown, that with LIFT single particles can be transferred with high precision and high reliability. This allows for a precise control of the position of these particles on the receiver slide. Thereafter the same parameters are used on Swiss Albino 3T3 cell line and the results indicate that a reproducible transfer with single cells is possible.
In this study it is systematically shown, that the LIFT system can be optimized for particle and cell transfer in a very reproducible manner. The particle LIFT system can be used to optimize parameters for following cell LIFT experiments. In future experiments the yield of surviving cells with different fluences will be determined and biological assays with different cell types will be built up.
Barron et al. and Orthon et al. have shown that cells survive at a single cell transfer level. Cell survival rates for LIFT are known to be high. Yet no data is given for the reproducibility of the single cell transfer. The number of particles and cells within one spot after LIFT has been investigated in this study. It is shown that cells can be placed in a very controlled manner on a selected position.
Up until now, the laser for single cell LIFT with a transillumination monitoring setup is focused to aim for the transfer cells. It might also be an option to aim for a spot in close vicinity to the cell with higher fluences for the transfer. This may yield in a method to transfer larger connected cell cluster like embryoid bodies without inducing cell death. Further strategies for a more controlled cell transfer might be an optimization of the hydrogel damper layer on the receiver slide and a variation in the distance between transfer and receiver slide. Also the use of beam shaping tools might lead to improved single cell LIFT. A top head energy distribution might be beneficial for the jet formation process. A more stable jet leads to a higher positioning control.
By single cell LIFT it might be possible to address the requirements for creation of stem cell niches in vitro. Therefore LIFT can become an indispensable tool to generate artificial stem cell niches. This might accelerate and intensify the research and lead to new insights into stem cell function. 
